
PRE EVENT INFORMATION: GRUE

We are looking forward to welcoming you to Grue. Please read this important
information about your visit:

HOW TO GET HERE
Grue takes place at The Old Parcels Office, Scarborough YO11 1TU.

Written directions from the front of Scarborough train station:

❖ Standing in front of the train station facing the Stephen Joseph Theatre, turn
left.

❖ Follow that road until you come to an archway on your left hand side, straight
opposite The Old Vic Pub.

❖ Go through the archway and turn right. Walk all the way to the end of the
carpark.

❖ Please take care walking through the station car park and be aware of moving
vehicles.

❖ The Old Parcels Office has a red door at the front. Our guides will give you a
warm welcome at the entrance door, which is marked by big flags.

❖ Enter the red door with the light on for your meeting point for Grue.
❖ Once completed this wait for your guide to show you the entrance down the

left hand side of The Old Parcels Office and go through the big red double
doors.



Visual directions front of Scarborough train station, CLICK HERE: Grue 22 -
Directions to The Old Parcels Office - YouTube

WRAP UP WARM
The Old Parcels Office is an old heritage building and can be a bit cold so please
dress for the weather and wrap up warm.

Surfaces can be slightly uneven so please do wear comfortable closed toed shoes.

CAFE
You will be able to enjoy a snack and drink in the Old Parcels Office pop up cafe,
including hot drinks. You can pay by card or cash.

ACCESS
Please let us know if you have any access requirements we can assist with in
advance by emailing info@hello-arcade.com

● The venue is wheelchair accessible and there is an accessible toilet.
● We have noise cancelling headphones available should you wish to wear

these.
● Masks and hand sanitiser are provided should you wish to use them.
● The event is relaxed and you can move around, make noise and leave when

you wish
● Audio description will be available on request please speak to a member of

the team
● The installation includes lighting (including gentle lighting changes with some

flickering light at low frequency) and sound (no sudden or extremely loud
bangs).

● To set the atmosphere of the piece the lighting is low level so please be aware
of this when moving around the experience.

● A poem will guide you through your experience which is available in written
and audio format.

● A social story which tells you what to expect is available here, which you
might find helpful.

● We welcome all detectives to our safe and inclusive experience to the world of
Grue, please ensure that you help our younger detectives by keeping them
with you on your journey. There are spaces for them to explore and we would
love for you to explore them together.
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